COMMERCIAL MOVING AND STORAGE

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Are you a licensed mover in the State of Illinois?

A: Yes we are. Hassett Commercial has a 90 year history of performing all types of relocations both

locally and domestically. Our operating licenses are: ICC-144456, US D.O.T.-1558199, MC-578198.

Q: Do you carry enough insurance to work in my building / residence?

A: Yes we do. Copies of our certificate of insurance can be requested.

Q: Does that include Property and Workmen's Comp?

A: Yes it does. Hassett Commercial will take care of providing all the necessary documentation to
building management, naming them on our policy as an additional insured.

Q: When the move starts do I have to manage all the movers?

A: No. We believe in providing a well planned move complete with job supervision. You can be
involved as much or as little as you choose.

Q: When should I start the planning process, and what happens if dates change.

A: Typically, we provide a detailed proposal 3-6 months prior to the move. If you are looking to create

a budget or would like direction on how to phase a relocation we are happy to offer up our 80 years

of combined knowledge at no cost to you. Change is expected when planning relocations, we

understand construction schedules, occupancy permits, and unplanned delays happen. We pride

ourselves on our ability to stay flexible and make our piece of your puzzle the easiest to work with.

Q: What is the difference in labor between moving companies?

A: The differences are many. Hassett Commercial is a diverse company involved in Commercial
Relocations, Residential Moving, and Specialized Trucking. We work with full and part time

employees who have been trained, tested, and groomed by our best people. We never hire from
labor pools, and all our employees go through rigorous background and random drug testing. In
short, we understand the importance of hiring and keeping the best people to represent who we
are. The movers you get are professionals with years of moving knowledge and are very
accustomed to working in a corporate environment.

Any additional questions, please do not hesitate to ask!!!
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